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Nowadays cloud computing is progressing very fast and has resulted in advances in other technologies too. Cloud 
computing provides quite a convenient platform for millions of users to use computing resources through the 
internet. Cloud computing provides the possibility of only concentrating on business goals instead of expanding 
hardware resources for users. Using virtualization technology in computing resources results in the efficient 
use of resources. A challenging work in virtualization technology is the placement of virtual machines under 
optimal conditions on physical machines in cloud data centers. Optimal placement of virtual machines on phys-
ical machines in cloud data centers can lead to the management of resources and prevention of the resources 
waste. In this paper, a new method is proffered based on the combination of hybrid discrete multi-object sine 
cosine algorithm and multi-verse optimizer for optimal placement. The first goal of the proposed approach is 
to decrease the power consumption which is consumed in cloud data centers by reducing active physical ma-
chines. The second goal is to cut in resource wastage and managing resources using the optimal placement of 
virtual machines on physical machines in cloud data centers. With this approach, the increasing rate of vir-
tual migration to physical machines is prevented. Finally, the results gained from our proposed algorithm are 
compared to some algorithms like the first fit (FF), virtual machine placement ant colony system (VMPACS), 
modified best fit decreasing (MBFD). 
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1. Introduction

Nowadays cloud computing is progressing very fast 
and has resulted in advances in other technologies 
too. Cloud computing yields quite a convenient plat-
form for millions of users to employ computing re-
sources via the internet. It renders the possibility of 
only concentrating on business goals instead of ex-
panding hardware resources for users [2]. Moreover, 
it has become a public service for its users. In cloud 
computing fashion, resources like physical machines, 
storage resources, networks, software, etc. stand as 
cloud services for users. Computational resources 
are placed in the cloud data center and an organiza-
tion named cloud service provider manages this place 
[15]. With this organization, three types of services 
are introduced, which are called infrastructure, soft-
ware, and platform as a service for cloud users [22]. 
Typically, there are four types of cloud in cloud com-
puting, namely, public clouds, communication clouds, 
private clouds, and combined clouds [11]. There are 
some cloud platforms like Amazon, Google comput-
ing engine, etc. [6]. Cloud computing provides flexi-
bility, hardware dependence and trust for users in a 
cost-efficient manner [18, 23].

The computation of cloud has opened the opportunity 
of employing existing resources used for computation 
as a proper service instead of expansions in resources. 
To this end, cloud computing employs the virtualiza-
tion technology in cloud data centers. In virtualization 
technology, the resources belonging to the hardware of 
one or more computers are divided into some environ-
ments which are mainly used for execution so-called 
virtual machines. Each virtual machine is complete-
ly separated from the other existing virtual machines 
in the cloud data center which can operate demanded 
services from users independently. The existing Serv-
er in the cloud data center ought to provide hardware 
resources for virtual machines built upon that. CPU, 
memory, storage and network bandwidth are included 
in these resources [4]. The virtual machines placed on 
a physical machine are controlled and managed by a 
particular layer of software,   namely, a virtual machine 
monitor. This layer has to build, migrate and execute 
the duties related to virtual machines [3].

The migration of virtual machines between physi-
cal machines in cloud data centers is an interesting 
aspect of cloud computing that is used to meet the 

dynamic response to users’ requests. Thus, when a 
virtual machine requests a resource from the host 
physical machine and the host physical machine can-
not provide the resource, the requesting virtual ma-
chine migrates to an appropriate physical machine 
that is responsible for the provision of the resource. 
In order to better manage cloud data centers, such mi-
gration of virtual machines is feasible.

How to place virtual machines on physical machines 
in an optimal way in the cloud data center is real-
ly crucial in cloud computing. When the placement 
in cloud data centers is performed optimally, the 
amount of utilization of hardware resources is con-
trolled and hence the amount of power consumption 
and resource wastage can be reduced [14].  

One of the approaches to reach the mentioned goals is 
using appropriate placement algorithms for optimal 
placement in the cloud data center. The main goal of 
these algorithms is to perform a placement in a way 
that usage of computing resources is convenient and 
the waste of them can be decreased. Additionally, the 
total number of active physical machines in cloud 
data centers is minimized. There have been several 
algorithms presented in recent years. These algo-
rithms cannot create a proper balance while using 
computing resources so the waste of resources can be 
prevented and power consumption at the same time 
can be minimized.

In this manuscript, a new algorithm is introduced by 
which the virtual machines are placed in optimal con-
ditions on physical machines for better management 
of computing resources besides power consumption. 
Initially, the objective of the proposed algorithm is 
to reduce power consumption by using a decrease in 
active physical machines in cloud data centers. The 
second goal is to decrease the wastage of resources 
and manage the resources by optimal placement. Fur-
thermore, some other factors like CPU, memory, and 
bandwidth consumption are also considered. Using 
the proposed algorithm can offer lower migrations in 
cloud data centers. The proposed algorithm is com-
pared with some other work done in this regard, such 
as FF, VMPACS, and MBFD.

The paper is organized as follows: some related works 
are studied in the second section. In the third and 
fourth sections, the placement of the virtual machine 
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concept and the basic concepts are addressed, respec-
tively. In the Section 5, the proffered algorithm is dis-
cussed, thoroughly and finally, in the Section 6, experi-
ments and results are shown. At the end of the paper in 
Section 7, the conclusion of this research is presented.

2. Related Works

There are some algorithms proposed to minimize 
energy consumption and energy waste as well as the 
management of computing resources.

Xu and et al. in [21] have proposed a multi-object 
genetic algorithm for the placement of virtual ma-
chines. The goal of this algorithm is to reduce the 
resource wastage and energy consumption in cloud 
data centers using the search in problem space. This 
algorithm also attempts to reduce the number of mi-
grations by the virtual machine in cloud data centers. 
However, this algorithm does not provide the proper 
balance for the management of computing resources 
and active physical machines. The authors in [8] have 
proposed a different algorithm for placement prob-
lem which was more effective in comparison to the 
algorithm proposed in [21].  

This algorithm used a meta-heuristic ant colony for 
the placement of virtual machines. This algorithm 
tried to minimize the energy consumption and better 
management of resources in cloud data centers. This 
algorithm did not provide the proper balance for the 
management of computing resources and active serv-
ers either. In addition, the cost of the migration of vir-
tual machines to physical machines was very high.

Li and et al. in [12] have proposed another approach 
for the placement problem but the algorithm did not 
observe the base concept of resource management 
and preventing energy wastage properly. In [13], the 
authors have proffered another algorithm based on 
multi-dimensional space. This algorithm somehow 
provided a balance for the management of computing 
resources and active servers in cloud data centers. In 
[9], an approach has been discussed on how to place 
virtual machines on a homogenous cloud environ-
ment for minimizing the energy consumption and 
resource wastage. All discussed algorithms might not 
be appropriate for heterogeneous cloud data centers. 
However, the algorithm proposed here is suitable for 
both homogeneous and heterogeneous data centers.

Dai and et al. in [5] proposed a new algorithm for en-
ergy consumption optimization. In this approach, a 
greedy algorithm is used for the optimization of ener-
gy consumption. The authors have tried to reduce the 
cost in the network by placing the requested virtual 
machines of users in one server otherwise in the serv-
ers positioned in one rack.  In [20], the authors pro-
posed an algorithm to minimize the energy consumed 
in cloud data centers. The enhanced PSO algorithm 
was used to place the virtual machines in cloud data 
centers. The main purposes of the proposed algo-
rithms can be summarized as follows:

1 Minimizing energy consumption and management 
of computing resources.

2 Minimizing the number of active servers in cloud 
data centers.

3 Minimizing the number of virtual machine migra-
tions in cloud data centers.

 

3. Preliminaries

This section mainly focuses on the sine cosine algo-
rithm, multi-verse optimizer and chaotic functions 
that are used in our approach.

3.1. Sine Cosine Algorithm 

The sine cosine algorithm [16], is a new popula-
tion-based optimization approach. In this algorithm, 
updating of the solutions is carried out based upon 
the sine and cosine mathematical functions. In SCA, 
the process starts with some random solutions that 
are positioned fortuitously in the search space of an 
optimization problem. Each solution is guided to the 
optimal point in the search spaces. In each iteration, 
the fitness function of each solution is evaluated and 
the movement of solutions toward optimal point done 
through the fitness function.

In SCA, the procedure of optimization is divided into 
two phases: exploration versus exploitation. In order to 
update the position of the solution for two phases in this 
work, the following equations are used, respectively.  

t+1 t t tX = x + r × sin(r )× | r p - x |1 2 3i i i i (1)

t+1 t t tX = x + r × cos(r )× | r p - x | .1 2 3i i i i (2)
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Eqs. (1) and (2) are combined into one function that is 
presented in Equation (3).
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In Equation (3), r1, r2, r3, and r4 are random param-
eters. X presents the position of the current solution, 
P is a destination solution and | | denotes the absolute 
value.

3.2. Multi-Verse Optimizer

The multi-verse theory is a famous theory in the field 
of physics [7]. It connotes the existence of universes 
beyond the one where we live in. MVO algorithm is in-
spired by the concept of the multi-verse theory which 
consists of the following three verses: white holes, 
black holes and wormholes [19].

In this algorithm [17], a population-based approach 
divides the search process into two phases, namely, 
exploration and exploitation. The two concepts of 
a white hole and black hole are employed to find the 
search spaces by MVO. The search spaces are exploit-
ed by MVO with the help of Wormholes. In MVO, each 
part corresponds to a particular item, a solution to a 
universe, a variable in the solution to an object in the 
universe, the inflation rate of a solution to the fitness 
of the solution, and the term time to the iteration.

A universe can have higher or lower inflation rates. In 
the case of having a higher inflation rate, it can prob-
ably have white holes and thus the objects can be sent 
through white holes. Otherwise, the lower rate of infla-
tion is prone to black holes and hence the objects are re-
ceived through black holes. The objects are exchanged 
between different universes via the white/black hole 
tunnels. In spite of having high or low inflation rates, 
the objects belonging to all universes can more likely be 
shifted to the best universe via wormholes.

There are rules that have been applied in MVO to the 
Universe:

1 The higher the inflation rate, the higher the proba-
bility of having a white hole.

2 The higher the inflation rate, the lower the proba-
bility of having a black holes.

3 Universes with higher inflation rate tend to send 
objects through white holes.

4 Universes with lower inflation rate tend to receive 
more objects through black holes.

5 The objects in all universes may face random 
movement towards the best universe via worm-
holes regardless of the inflation rate.

4. The Placement of Virtual Machines

The placement of virtual machines on physical ma-
chines in an optimal way in cloud data centers is con-
sidered as one of the main issues in cloud computing. 
The goal of optimal placement of virtual machines on 
physical machines in cloud data centers in cloud com-
puting infrastructure is minimizing some factors like 
energy consumption, minimizing resource wastage 
and maximizing efficiency.

An important technology in cloud computing is vir-
tualization. Virtual machines are built, managed and 
run by a software layer called Virtual Machine Moni-
tor. Figure 1 shows the virtualization structure in the 
cloud data center.

One of the complexities in cloud computing is how to 

Figure 1

Virtualization mechanism
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power busy idle CPU idleP = (P - P ) ×U + P .p p p p P  
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place virtual machines. The issue of virtual machine 
placement in the cloud data center follows no consis-
tent pattern and it is unpredictable. As an example, if 
we have n virtual machines and m physical machines 
in a cloud data center, then the maximum mapping 
of virtual machines on physical machines equals mn, 

which shows the complexity of the placement prob-
lem. Figure 2 shows the placement problem.
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The first addressed object is how much energy is con-
sumed by physical machines in cloud data centers. 
Recent studies show that energy consumption by 
servers in the data centers can be exactly calculated 
using a linear equation between energy consumption 
and CPU usage. The equation below shows the energy 
consumption in the cloud computing data center [5].

power busy idle CPU idleP = (P - P ) ×U + P .p p p p P
(4)

In Equation (4), powerPP shows the energy consump-
tion of physical machine P in the cloud data center. 

busyPp shows the energy consumption of physical ma-
chine P, when it is. idlePP shows the amount of energy 
used when the physical machine p is idle and Up

cpu 

shows the amount of CPU that the physical machine 
P used in MIPS. According to Equation (4), energy 
consumption has a linear relationship with CPU con-
sumption, hence as the CPU consumption of physical 
machines goes higher, the same amount of energy 
consumption in data centers increases. 

Hence the overall energy consumption in cloud data 
centers calculated will be as follows:

m m npower busy idle idleP = b × ( (P - P ) × (a .C ) + P ).vp p p p vp p
p=1 p=1 v =1
∑ ∑ ∑ (5)

In Equation (5), a and b are binary variables that in-
dicate whether the physical machines in cloud data 
centers are active or not. Cv shows the CPU consump-

tion of physical machines using virtual machines.

One of the other important objects in the placement of 
virtual machines is preventing the waste of resources 
in cloud data centers. Each server in the data center 

Figure 2

The placement of virtual machines
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has a hardware resource and can host different virtual 
machines. The unused resources on servers should be 
managed appropriately. Equation (6) shows the waste 
of resources [12]:

cpu mem| NR - NR | +p pwastageR = .p cpu memU +Up p

∈
(6)

In Equation (6),  
wastage

Pp  presents the resource 
waste of physical machines in a cloud data center. 

cpu
NR p is a variable showing the remained power of 

CPU of physical machines P based on MIPS. memNR p , 
this variable represents the remaining memory in 
the physical machine P. cpuU p  

shows the amount of 
CPU that the physical machine P used in MIPS. The 
amount of memory used by virtual machines on the 
physical machine P is shown by the memU p . The total 
amount of resources consumed in the cloud data cen-
ter is shown in Equation (7).

m mwastage
R = [b ×p pp=1 p=1

∑ ∑

n ncpu mem
| (T - (a .C )) - (T - (a .B )) | +Îp vp v p vp vv =1 v =1 ].n n

(a .C ) + (a .M )vp v vp vv =1 v =1

∑ ∑

∑ ∑

(7)

In Equation (7), 
cpu

T p  
and 

mem
T p  

represent the to-
tal CPU and memory used by all virtual machines on 
physical machines in the cloud data center. Mv  

is the 
amount of memory that one physical machine should 
assign to a virtual machine that was built on it. The 
rest of the parameters were mentioned earlier.

Notice that when the values of bp and avp are equal to one, 
the physical machine P is active and the virtual machine 
V is located on it. Thus, according to the above equa-
tions, the goals of the placement of virtual machines on 
physical machines in the cloud data center are:

m powerMinimize Pp
p=1
∑ (8)

.
m wastageMinimize R p

p=1
∑ (9)

In the optimal placement of virtual machines on 
physical machines in the cloud data center there are 
some restrictions like the following:
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m
a = 1vp

p=1
∑ (8)

B
n cpua .C T .b TUvvp p p 

v =1
≤∑ (9)

n mema .M T .bvvp p p
v =1

≤∑ (10)

n hdda .H T .bvvp p p
v =1

≤∑ (11)

.
n bandwidtha .B T .bvvp p p

v =1
≤∑ (12)

Equation (10) shows that each virtual machine can 
be mapped on only one physical machine. Equations 
(11)- (14) point out that the total required CPU, mem-
ory, storage space, and bandwidth for virtual ma-
chines on physical machines should not be higher 
than the amount of CPU, memory, storage space, and 
bandwidth of that physical machine.

5. The Proposed Work

There is a cloud data center with several types of phys-
ical machines with different hardware. In addition, 
there are several types of virtual machines with dif-
ferent requirements. Virtual machines available in the 
cloud data center to get started are located on physical 
machines as a host. There is a set of resources for every 
physical machine in the cloud data center, so if the vir-
tual machines are placed in such a way that all physical 
machine resources are fully utilized, then the physical 
machine uses all its processing power and does not 
waste any resources. If the placement of virtual ma-
chines is not optimized, then the resources of physical 
machines in the cloud data center are wasted. With the 
optimal placement of virtual machines, the process-
ing capabilities of physical machines in the cloud data 
center can be fully utilized and this work prevents the 
waste of resources in the cloud data center. In order to 
have a smart cloud data center, it is necessary that the 
use of resources in physical machines are minimized. 
In this paper, the combination of a sine cosine algo-
rithm and a multi-verse optimizer with chaotic func-
tions is applied for the placement of virtual machines 
on physical machines in cloud data centers. The main 
purpose followed by this solution is to minimize the 

amount of consumed energy and resource wastage in 
the cloud data center.

The problem of how to place virtual machines on 
physical machines seems to be discrete. The way that 
meta-heuristic algorithms work is continuous. Thus 
for the placement of virtual machines on physical ma-
chines in cloud data centers, new operators are used 
to solving the discrete placement problem with the 
help of the proposed algorithm.

Here, as proposed, the new operators include multi-
ply, minus, and plus. In the proposed algorithm, we 
use a new minus operator, crossover operator instead 
of sum and mutation operator instead of multiply. 
Figure 3 shows the placement of virtual machines on 
physical machines.

Figure 3

Virtual Machines Mapping on Physical Machines
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In the proposed algorithm, the new minus algorithm is 
used; two particles A and B are considered as follows:

Figure 4

Sample of Particles in Virtual Machines Placement

In the new minus operator, if the fitness function of 
particle A is higher than the fitness function of B, par-
ticle A is chosen as an answer. Otherwise, the particle 
B is chosen.

In the proposed algorithm, we used the crossover oper-
ator instead of the plus operator. In this operator, two 
particles are chosen randomly and the crossover is made 
through those points and the containment between 
these two pints are exchanged in particles. The final an-
swer is chosen accidentally from one of these particles.

Figure 5 shows the operation of the crossover opera-
tor. In this figure, one of the particles A and B are cho-
sen randomly as the answer.
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In the proposed algorithm, we used the mutation op-
erator instead of multiply. In this operator, one digit is 
chosen randomly and according to that digit, homes 

Figure 5

The Crossover Operator
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In the proposed algorithm, we used the mutation 
operator instead of multiply. In this operator, one digit is 
chosen randomly and according to that digit, homes are 
chosen randomly from particles and the containment of 
these homes are exchanged. 
The proposed algorithm starts its work by analyzing the 
existing population  using the  hybrid discrete multi-
object sine cosine algorithm and multi-verse optimizer. 
Each particle is evaluated and its fitness function is 
calculated according to Equations (4) and (6). Given the 
hardware requirement of any virtual machine, it is 
placed on a physical machine.  If the physical machine 
does not have the ability to allocate the necessary 
resources for the virtual machine, then the virtual 
machines migrate from one host to another.  The 
proposed algorithm is repeated several times to achieve 
the desirable outcome. The proposed algorithm process 
is shown in Figure 6. 
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6.1. Simulation Result Using Cloud  
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Virtual Machines  In this section, performance metrics 
and experimental setup are presented, and the simula-
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as (15), (16), (17) and (18), respectively.
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Experimental setup: The experimentation of the pro-
posed algorithm is performed on a personal computer 
having features like Intel Core i7 CPU, 3.33GHz, 6GB of 
RAM, and Windows 10. In this paper, the simulations 
are written in MATLAB environment. In the simula-
tion environment, 600 servers for placement in a cloud 
data center have been used. In addition, 100, 300, 500, 
700, 900, 1.100, 1.300 and 1.500 virtual machines are 
used to be placed into the cloud data center. For exper-
imentation, we used four types of virtual machines as 
cloud user-customized virtual machines [10].

Virtual machines with different resource requirements 
are placed on physical machines in the cloud data cen-
ter. The resources required for virtual machines at the 
cloud data center are provided by physical machines 
and if the resources of the virtual machines are not 
provided by the physical machines or require more re-
sources during processing and if these requirements 
are not be provided by a physical machine, the virtual 
machine migrates from the physical machine that is lo-
cated on it to another host in cloud data center.

The number of active physical machines will decrease 
based on how much less virtual machine migration in 
the cloud data center happens and as a result, the effi-
ciency of data centers increases.

In this simulation, as mentioned earlier, 600 physi-
cal machines were used for placement. Each physical 
machine has the resources shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Resources of Physical Machines

CPU (MIPS)
Memory 

(GB)
Storage Space 

(GB)
Bandwidth 

(MB)

1000 2 1024 512 

2000 4 2048 1024 

3000 6 4096 2048 

4000 8 8192 4096 

Table 3

Resources of Virtual Machines

CPU 
(MIPS)

Memory 
(MB)

Storage Space 
(GB)

Bandwidth 
(MB)

250 512 40 256 

500 512 80 512 

750 1024 120 768 

1000 2048 160 1024 

Table 4   

Power consumption

Number of Virtual Machines 
Algorithms

1500 1300 1100 900 700 500 300 100

1.3455*106 1.2805*106 1.1804*106 1.0373*106 1.0875*106 1.0906*106 1.1483*106 1.0785*106 DMOSCA-MVO

1.5781*106 1.3998*106 1.2064*106 1.1515*106 1.1074*106 1.1501*106 1.2031*106 1.4287*106 VMPACS

1.6777*106 1.6089*106 1.3995*106 1.2593*106 1.2349*106 1.1784*106 1.2297*106 1.3144*106 MBFD

1.4817*106 1.3327*106 1.2713*106 1.1715*106 1.1149*106 1.1537*106 1.3018*106 1.2895*106 FF

Each virtual machine requires a series of resources. 
Virtual machines are located on physical machines in 
cloud data centers. This placement should meet the 
requirements of Equations (7)-(11). The required re-
sources of virtual machines are shown in Table 3. 

The Simulation results using cloud user-customized 
placement of virtual machine are as follows:
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Table 5 

Resource wastage 

Number of Virtual Machines 
Algorithms

1500 1300 1100 900 700 500 300 100

443.713 443.9828 445.8883 445.7859 449.5105 449.442 450.576348 452.3247 DMOSCA-MVO

443.1255 443.967 447.1867 447.2766 448.419 451.3283 452.277428 452.962 VMPACS

444.712 446.4918 446.6922 447.3643 449.1595 449.6858 452.186164 452.9074 MBFD

443.7514 445.3643 447.3342 448.4351 449.8736 450.2575 452.236948 452.631 FF

Table 6

Number of Active Physical Machines (%)

Number of Virtual Machines Algorithms

1500 1300 1100 900 700 500 300 100

82.94 80.8 76.04 71.76 63.78 50.6 35.56 13.48 DMOSCA-MVO

83.72 80.96 76.96 71.6 63.48 51.36 35.88 14.10 VMPACS

84.48 82.34 78.8 72.22 63.49 53.66 38.32 15.18 MBFD

84.18 81.26 78.66 72.68 63.78 53.36 38.64 14.56 FF

Table 7

CPU Utilization (%)

Number of Virtual Machines 
Algorithms

1500 1300 1100 900 700 500 300 100

56.50 49.93 42.28 34.12 27.22 19.04 11.58 3.69 DMOSCA-MVO

59.96 53.54 43.81 36.11 27.33 19.62 12.05 3,66 VMPACS

57.15 50.33 41.33 34.8 25.87 19.09 11.23 3.79 MBFD

58.38 49.75 42.43 35.72 26.79 19.43 11.71 4.35 FF

Table 8

Memory Utilization (%)

Number of Virtual Machines 
Algorithms

1500 1300 1100 900 700 500 300 100

63.96 56.23 47.71 38.42 29.67 21.52 10.65 4.25 DMOSCA-MVO

67.56 60.31 49.81 40.73 31.56 22.3 13.48 4.52 VMPACS

67.35 56.46 50.21 40.07 32.85 23.07 13.74 4.69 MBFD

66.03 57.38 49.19 40.36 31.24 21.87 13.07 4.48 FF
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From these simulation results, we understand that 
the proposed algorithm improved the performance 
of our system. The results in Table 4 show the total 
power consumption of the active physical machines 
in the cloud data center. From the results in this table, 
it can be clearly seen that the total power consump-
tion of the data center using the proposed algorithm 
is reduced when compared to the existing algorithms. 
According to the results of Table 6, we can observe 
that the proposed algorithm placed the virtual ma-
chines in such a way that the resources of the active 
physical machines are properly utilized and balanced. 
As a result, the number of virtual machines can be 
placed in a less number of physical machines in the 
cloud data center. According to the results of Table 5, 
it is clear that the proposed algorithm minimizes the 
total resource wastage if compared to the existing al-
gorithms. This is mainly due to better and balanced 
utilization of CPU and memory resources of the ac-
tive physical machines, as presented in Tables 7-8. 
Moreover, the results in Tables 9-10 show that the 
storage space and bandwidth consumption by the vir-
tual machine are reduced and improved by using the 
proposed algorithm. 

The superior performance of the proposed algorithm 
is justified and summarized as follows:

Table 9

Bandwidth Utilization (%)

Number of Virtual Machines 
Algorithms

1500 1300 1100 900 700 500 300 100

75.03 66.25 56.14 45.31 36.14 25.28 18.23 5.06 DMOSCA-MVO

82.50 72.98 59.70 49.15 38.2 26.7 16.38 5.49 VMPACS

81.90 72 58.26 49.48 39 25.89 15.75 5.39 MBFD

79.51 70.52 58.24 48.87 38.43 26.56 15.7 5.26 FF

Table 10

Storage Space Utilization (%)

Number of Virtual Machines Algorithms

1500 1300 1100 900 700 500 300 100

63.16 55.81 47.27 35.08 27.99 19.57 11.78 3.91 DMOSCA-MVO

68.55 61.21 50.09 37.97 28.75 21.56 12.61 4.22 VMPACS

67.31 58.46 48.31 38.37 27.71 20.66 12.59 4.13 MBFD

66.73 59.79 49.25 40.77 27.68 21.31 12.02 4.19 FF

1 The proposed algorithm has minimized the num-
ber of active physical machines in the cloud data 
center.

2 The proposed algorithm has balanced the resource 
utilization in each active physical machine in the 
cloud data center.

3 Minimization of the number of active physical ma-
chines results in less power consumption of the 
cloud data center.

4 It is clear that the proposed algorithm minimizes 
the total resource in the cloud data center.

5 The CPU, memory, storage space and bandwidth 
utilization have minimized by using the proposed 
algorithm.

6 In VMPACS, resource balance among the physi-
cal machines is completely ignored, and migration 
cost is very high. In our proposed algorithm, migra-
tion cost is comparatively very low.

7 First Fit (FF) algorithm places a virtual machine 
on any arbitrary physical machines without con-
sidering balance resource utilization among the 
physical machines.

8 In MBFD, the resource balance among the physical 
machines is completely ignored and considered re-
source such as CPU only.
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7. Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a new virtual ma-
chine placement algorithm. The proposed algorithm 
is based on hybrid discrete multi-object sine cosine 
algorithm and multi-verse optimizer. The first objec-
tive of the proposed algorithm is to minimize the pow-
er consumption of the data center by minimizing the 
number of active physical machines. According to the 
new technique, with placing the virtual machine on a 
suitable physical machine, the resources of the physi-
cal machine can be utilized appropriately. The second 

objective is to minimize the unbalanced resource uti-
lization of the active physical machines in the cloud 
data center. We have proposed a new resource usage 
model that makes optimal use of physical machine re-
sources. By using the proposed algorithm, the migra-
tion of virtual machines has been reduced and min-
imized the unbalanced resource utilization. Finally, 
the proposed algorithm is compared with the existing 
algorithms in terms of various performance metrics. 
The simulation results present the performance of 
the proposed algorithm. In the future, we will try to 
minimize the SLA in the cloud data center.
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